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T

oday, robots can be seen entertaining people in amusement parks, museums, shopping malls, and even homes. Watching
a robot dance is entertaining, but controlling its
actions is difficult. Moreover, it takes robotics engineers a long time to construct
entertainment robots. Aiming to
The RoboJockey entertainment
shorten that construction time,
system enables a user to
engineers have recently develchoreograph a mobile or
oped robot action-coordination
humanoid robot dance using a
interfaces. However, such intermultitouch tabletop interface.
faces are developed for experts
A simple visual language lets
who have a strong background
the user coordinate the robot’s in robotics. Furthermore, it is
still difficult for robotics experts
actions with a combination
to coordinate dances for roof movements that are
bots. (See the “Related Work in
automatically performed to
Robotics-Based User Interfaces”
background music.
sidebar for more details.)
To address these issues, we developed the RoboJockey interface to help all types of end users easily control robots and provide new entertainment
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experiences. Using a simple visual language, without any prior experience or knowledge in robotics, a user can control a robot by combining sets
of preprogrammed actions. The interface provides
end users with a feeling of being a “robot jockey”—
namely, choreographing the robot’s dance—in the
same way a disc jockey plays music or a video
jockey selects videos for an audience. The RoboJockey interface has four key features: a simple
visual language allows easy coordination of robot
motions, user-created actions are performed in real
time, robots automatically perform to music, and
robots perform continuously and simultaneously.

RoboJockey Interface and Visual
Language
Despite the growing number of robotics hobbyists,
it is still difficult to control a robot’s actions. Mobile robot systems must be able to detect objects in
the real world because they move around the environment on wheels and have to avoid obstacles. For
humanoid robots, the user has to manipulate the
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Related Work in Robotics-Based User Interfaces

T

he development of RoboJockey was inspired by the
work of Stuart Taylor and his colleagues, who proposed
an intuitive “visual jockey” interface on a tabletop interface.1 The present study extends their concept to support
physical robots and introduces a simple visual language
for coordinating a robot’s actions. Several visual languages
and programming interfaces for robots are available.
For instance, Lego Mindstorms NXT (http://mindstorms.
lego.com), which focuses on creating robot actions with
a visual language, is one of the best-known interfaces.
However, in the Lego system, programming and execution are separate. For entertainment purposes, a real-time
working system is required to continuously engage users
and provide them with real-time feedback and motivation.
Topobo is a robot that supports programming to
specify its motion, but it does not provide a visual way
to create robot actions, which makes it difficult for users
to modify or refine actions later.2 Guy Hoffman and his
colleagues proposed a hybrid robot control system that
combines reactive expressive gestures and parametric behaviors for live robotic stage performances.3 This interface,
however, was not designed for novice users and still makes
it difficult to control robot behaviors.
Coordinating dance actions for robots performing to
music is even difficult for robotics experts. Studies on
robot-controlling interfaces with multitouch technologies
have been done,4,5 but these interfaces are not designed
for coordinating a robot’s actions. They mainly focused
on synchronous teleoperation of robots. In our work, we
focused on robot dance entertainment, developing an interface that can easily coordinate robot actions and music.
The Max/MSP visual language was designed mainly
for audio and video processing, and it supports simultaneous editing and playback (http://cycling74.com). Also,
the sketchpad-like interface Hyperscore lets novice users
compose music using a visual language.6 However, these
do not support physical objects that can move around an
environment.
Tabletop systems are usually used for entertainment
because they have multiuser collaboration capabilities.

many joints on the robots’ bodies to simultaneously
create actions. This manipulation is difficult and
takes a long time, even for robotics experts.
To solve these problems, RoboJockey uses a visual
language on a tabletop interface with which users
can coordinate a robot’s actions (see Figure 1). Visual languages are usually used to simplify difficult tasks, and many visual languages have been
developed for practical computer-programming
environments.1,2 Creating music and visual arts is
sometimes difficult for end users, and visual languages help them by hiding low-level operations,

For example, the ReacTable7 and Jam-O-Drum8 tabletop
systems provide novel musical experiences. RoboJockey
focuses on providing such an experience to end users via
a user-friendly robot-coordination interface, and it gives
both experts and nonexperts the chance to enjoy themselves by enabling them to coordinate a robot’s actions
while watching the robot dance.
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such as chord progression in music and creating
image sources in visual arts. For these reasons,
visual languages are usually used in computer science education.

Basic Operation
Figure 2 shows the two types of robots we used
with this visual language. One is a small mobile
robot that moves around its environment using
two degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) stepping motors,
and the other is a small humanoid robot (named
Tiny Wave) with has 16 DOFs. Although 16 DOFs
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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Figure 1. RoboJockey interface. Users coordinate a robot performance by
connecting action objects to robot objects.
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Figure 2. Robot objects. The (a) mobile and (b) humanoid robots and
their respective objects in the RoboJockey interface.

may not seem like enough for human-like expression, it is sufficient for creating an entertaining
robot dance.
The RoboJockey visual language interface consists of two types of objects:

The robots can also simultaneously perform combinations of actions. To enable this, users can
connect multiple action objects to a robot object.
Such connections follow certain rules, which are
categorized into three types: serial, parallel, and
synchronized.

A robot object represents a physical robot—in this
work, either the mobile or humanoid robot. The
association between the robot object and the
physical robot is shown by the color of the robot object (see Figure 2). In this way, the user
can easily see which robot is currently being
controlled.
An action object represents the robot’s action or
behavior (see Figure 3). The robot-action objects
have predesigned motions, so the end user does
not have to actually create unique robotic actions.

All objects are represented as icons that express
their functions (see Figure 4). Thus, we hide the
most difficult tasks from end users, allowing them
to coordinate a robot’s actions by connecting an
action object to a robot object via the multitouch
tabletop interface.
Each robot object in the RoboJockey interface
has a “seek ball” (or tracer) that circulates around
an outer ring, which we call the “circulate time-

Parallel connections. Parallel connections result in
actions occurring in turn. For example, Figure 6a
shows an example of a mobile robot’s parallel connections. As a result of the forward curving left
and right motions occurring in turn, the robot
will move in a zigzag manner. Figure 6b shows
that a back-and-forth motion uses one null object
plus one forward and one backward object. In this
case, the program has two lines, one is a “null

■■
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Connection Semantics

Serial connections. All serially connected objects in
one line are performed at the same time (see Figure
5). In the case of the mobile robot, for example,
the combination of forward and rotation objects
results in a curved forward motion. In the case of
a humanoid robot, for example, the combination
of “right arm up” and “left arm up” objects results
in the robot putting both arms up, and a combination of the “right arm side” and “left arm side” objects results in both arms stretched out to the side.
In addition, the combination of two or three forward objects results in a two- or three-times faster
forward motion, respectively. We should note that
a null object plus a forward object will result in a
forward action, meaning that other object actions
override the null object.

■■
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line” (see Figure 4). When the seek ball crosses a
line connected to an action object, the robot performs that action. That action continues until the
seek ball encounters another action object. This
mechanism enables the robot to perform continuously. Using the RoboJockey touch interface, users
can connect, disconnect, and reconnect action objects to the robot object by dragging and dropping
the various icons.
It is difficult (or sometimes impossible) to apply
the same actions to a mobile robot and a humanoid robot, so we prepared a set of action objects for
each robot in accordance with its form and physical capabilities. Each set of action objects has a
null object, which shows the robot’s resting state.
For mobile robots, the null object equals a stop
action, and for humanoid robots, the null object
equals a resting pose. The null object has a special
meaning in the visual language, which we describe
in the following section.
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plus forward” action and the other is a “null plus
backward” action. The null object plus another
motion is useful for programming complex parallel connections.
This parallel-connection rule also applies to the
humanoid robots. Figures 6c and 6d show two example programs. The timing of motion switching
depends on the beat of the background music. The
user can connect an action object by watching the
robot move, and the visual effect of the robot object repeatedly becomes bigger and smaller.
Synchronized connections. Robot actions can be
synchronized by connecting robot objects. When
a robot synchronizes with another robot, the color
of the circulate timeline of the connecting robot
object will change to the color of the host robot’s
face. For example, Figure 7 shows robot B’s action
synchronizing with robot A’s action, so robot B’s
timeline is now the same color as robot A’s face.
When a user connects a robot object to another,
the actions of the two connected robots will be
synchronized. When the user detaches the robot
object, the synchronization stops, and the robot
that has no action objects will stop as well.

Forward

Backward
NULL (Stop)

(a)

Left turn

NULL
(fundamental pose)

Right turn

Arm up

Punch

Arm side

(b)
Figure 3. A set of action objects for the (a) mobile and (b) humanoid
robots. The robot-action objects have predesigned motions, which hides
the most difficult tasks from end users.
Circulate timeline

Restrictions
Some connections are prohibited because of the robots’ hardware limitations and impossible semantic actions. In the case of humanoid robots, action
objects for the same arm or the same actions cannot be connected on the same line. For both the
humanoid and mobile robots, the number of connections in one line is limited to three objects. Also,
a mobile robot and a humanoid robot cannot be
connected because of the differences between their
prepared action objects. Likewise, the visual language does not support explicit repeating actions

Seek ball
Figure 4. Example visual program. In this case, the
robot moves forward (the green “forward” icon) and
continues until the seek ball following the circulate
timeline crosses another action object (the purple
“rotate left” icon).
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=
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Figure 5. Examples of serial connections. Mobile robot (a) making a curved forward motion or (b) moving at
double speed. Humanoid robot with (c) both arms up or (d) both arms stretched out to the side.
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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(a)

(b)

Zigzag

T2351W by EIZO multitouch interface and display
for simultaneous multiuser collaboration. The interface uses a 23-inch touch screen display.
Because the mobile and humanoid robots have
independent operating systems, we needed to
consider the operation mechanism for each robot
platform when creating the various robot actions.
For mobile robots, it is easy to control and create robot actions because they can accept lowlevel computer commands. However, it is difficult
to create actions for the humanoid robots in real
time. All humanoid robot actions were thus designed in accordance with the number of action
objects, including all combinations. We designed
15 action patterns for the humanoid robots and
embedded them in the robots.

Back and forth

=
(c)

=

Software Interface

(d)
Figure 6. Examples of parallel connections. Mobile robot moving in
(a) a zigzag manner or (b) a back-and-forth manner. Humanoid robot
switching motions: (c) a punch and an arm to the side and
(d) alternating arm raises with arms to the side.

A

B

Robot B synchronizes with robot A
Figure 7. Example of synchronization. When robot B
is connected to robot A, robot B’s timeline becomes
the same color as robot A’s face.

(such as a loop) because the action objects already
automatically repeat while they are connected to
the circulate timeline.

System Implementation
RoboJockey consists of a multitouch interface, robots, and a computer. The system produces music
and beats and controls the robots in rhythm to
the music.

Hardware Configuration
Figure 8 illustrates the RoboJockey hardware configuration. Because multiuser collaboration is an important aspect of computer-entertainment systems,
RoboJockey uses a commercially available FlexScan
66
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Users can create and schedule a robot action
with the visual language even when the robot
is performing. That is, the software accepts the
user-created program in real time. Based on the
user-created program, the interpreter produces
commands (translated into a robot-readable style)
to control the actual robot. However, to provide a
stable and natural interaction, the interpreter only
reads an action object when the seek ball crosses
it on the circulate timeline. The users can cancel
robot actions by disconnecting action objects at
any time, even when they are being executed.
As we explained earlier, all action and robot objects can be connected to other objects. User can
connect an object to another object from any direction by dragging its object icon toward the other
object (within a specified distance). A line automatically appears between two objects once a connection is successfully established. Likewise, the user
can disconnect an action object by dragging its icon
away from the other object (outside a specified distance). All other operations, such as connecting an
action object to another action object or connecting
a robot object to another robot object, work with
this same drag and drop mechanism.
One of the main features of RoboJockey is that
the robots automatically perform to music. The interface has a clock for beat and music. The beat is
currently set at 32 beats per minute (bpm), which
means that the seek ball moves and actions are
executed and switched 32 times per minute. In
other words, the timeline of the robot object is
separated into eight bars, and each bar contains
four beats (see Figure 9). This mechanism is easy
to understand for musicians and people who have
a basic knowledge of music. However, 32 bpm is a
bit slow for most music, so it might sound strange
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Wireless

to an audience. Therefore, the music from the RoboJockey interface matches the music beat, which
may not be exactly the same as the system beat.
The music may be two (64 bpm) or four (128 bpm)
times faster than the system’s beat. It will thus be
sound more natural to audiences.
The humanoid robot expresses a beat by moving
its knees. A mobile robot does not have enough
actuators to express rhythm, so it switches actions
according to the interface’s beat. Likewise, the interface represents the beat by changing the appearance of the objects. The robot object and currently
running action objects repeatedly become bigger
and smaller, in a manner similar to a heartbeat.
For parallel-connected action objects, only the
currently selected action will change its size, and
each one will continuously change its appearance
in turn.
RoboJockey aims to give the user the feeling of
being a robot jockey, so the style of the user-robot
interaction is an important feature. The RoboJockey multitouch display not only allows the user
to operate the interface intuitively and easily but
also create an attractive performance. To enable
this, RoboJockey supports three touch actions:
■■

■■

■■

Rotating. The user can rotate objects that are
connected to a robot object by rotating the robot
object with two fingers (see Figure 10a). Rotating objects is useful for when users attempt to
design a large visual program.
Double tapping. By double tapping an object, users can adjust distances between its child objects. Creating a large visual program sometimes
results in overlapping objects and overcrowding
on the small interface screen. Thus, this function arranges the connections at an appropriate
distance and shows all objects that are connected to an object that the user tapped.
Long tapping. By holding down an object for a
few seconds, users can erase connected child
objects (see Figure 10b).

To create continuous robotic actions, we developed auxiliary functions for the mobile robot.
When the robot is moving in an environment, it
risks colliding with other mobile robots or straying
off the stage. The interface detects these risk situations by using a Web camera with visual markers.
As a result, the robot can avoid these situations
and give an uninterrupted performance.

Demonstrations and Observations
As an initial pilot study, RoboJockey was demonstrated at a Japanese domestic human-computer

Wired

Computer
mputer
Mobile
obile robot
Humanoid robot
Hum
Multitouch display
Figure 8. Hardware system overview. A 23-inch screen touch display is
connected to a computer that wirelessly controls the robots.
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Figure 9. RoboJockey music and beat. A quarter circulate timeline
includes eight beats, which is equivalent to two bars in music.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Touch actions. (a) Rotating a robot object with two fingers.
(b) Deleting child objects by holding down an object (long tapping).

interaction (HCI) symposium. The audience consisted of both HCI researchers and students and
non-HCI participants. In fact, most of the audience members were not robotics experts. More
than 100 people used the interface, and more than
300 people watched its demonstration. We used
three mobile robots in this demonstration.
Based on our observations, users seemed to enjoy the interface and robot performance. When
first using the interface, participants randomly coordinated robot actions. After observing the robot
actions, they learned the visual language and how
the robots move based on the user-created actions.
Within a few minutes, they became familiar the
interface, and some of the users even created a
complete dance performance to music.
The audience also enjoyed watching the robots
dance. Many people took photos and were impressed with the dance a novice user improvised
for the robot. We did not ask the users if they
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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understood the semantics and rules of the visual
language. In fact, the most important point regarding the RoboJockey interface (and most other
entertainment systems) is whether users enjoy
using the interface, even if they do not understand how it works. Thus, even though the users
in the pilot study likely did not understand the
entire system, they were able to coordinate robot
actions and enjoy the robot performances. RoboJockey has the capability of accepting a user’s
vaguely defined operations and performing a robot dance continuously.
Some of the users did provide negative feedback
on the interface presentation. For example, some
said it was difficult to identify which action object

Almost all the users were able to create
complex robot performances by connecting
serial and parallel action objects and by
synchronizing the robots’ behavior.

plex robot performances by connecting serial and
parallel action objects and by synchronizing the
robots’ behavior. Some users attempted to place
too many action objects onto robot objects by rotating the robot objects. Because there were three
robot objects on the display, the area in which to
place objects was limited. To accommodate the
space constraints, some users rotated the robot
object and turned it on the side where action objects are not connected, toward another user, and
prompted him/her to connect new objects. In addition, double tapping was used when the users
finished creating a robot dance and performed the
robot dance with object connections for the audiences. Furthermore, when the users wanted to
change a behavior, they were able to erase part of
the robot actions by holding their fingers on the
objects they did not like and then choose another
action objects and connect it to where they liked.
This procedure enabled the user to more easily create a more spontaneous robot dance performance.
Thus, the touch actions improved the convenience
of the collaboration work between users.

Discussion and Future Work
was being executed in a parallel connection, and
the multitouch device failed to detect users’ rapid
movements. In particular, many points concerning the visual representation of RoboJockey need
to be improved. The RoboJockey interface is a prototype, and future work to improve it will take
these comments into consideration.
We also presented RoboJockey at the SIGGRAPH
Asia 2012 Emerging Technologies Conference. For
this exhibition, we used three humanoid robots,
and the users could synchronize the behavior of
the robots by connecting the robot objects. In addition to the touch actions we described earlier,
we added a “side step” action to the robotic actions that represents a repetition of a step from
one side to the other side. It allows the users to
create a more dynamic robot dance. Moreover, we
improved the performance of the touch detections
to capture the user’s rapid movements.
At first, the users did not utilize the touch actions (rotating, double tapping, and long tapping
objects) because the interface did not include clues
about their use. However, after we taught the users how to use them, the users emulated the instructions and started to use the touch actions
actively. Although the programmed gestures were
considered intuitive and easy to understand, visual
information and effects should be added to the interface to notify the users about the touch actions.
Almost all the users were able to create com68
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Overall, observations from our pilot studies indicate that RoboJockey can offer end users a new
entertainment experience. We did not investigate
how well the users understood the visual language
with a quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, it was
clear that they enjoyed playing with RoboJockey.
Even though the multitouch interface lacks clues
to notify users of possible touch actions, it enabled
collaborative operation and allowed users to create spontaneous robot performances. Users from
all over the world, ranging from children to adults,
enjoyed creating robot performances on their own.
And the robot dance performances they created
drew the attention of wide audiences. These demonstrations showed the possibility of new entertainment applications and experiences with robots.
This was first trial of the RoboJockey, and the
visual language currently does not support highlevel functionality, such as programming loops
and sensor feedbacks. These high-level functionalities are useful for making robots intelligent and
giving them smart behaviors. However, we do not
consider these features necessary for an entertainment system, and they could in fact make the system and visual language more difficult for people
to use. Because robots are just becoming part of
our daily lives, people without robot knowledge
or experience are still a majority. Even though we
could make RoboJockey more complex and give it
high-level features, RoboJockey seemed to be suc-
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cessfully accepted by users in its present simple
form. As a result, a range of users were able to understand how to manipulate the interface without
needing detailed descriptions, and they were able
to control the mobile robots (with a low degree of
freedom) and the humanoid robots (with a high
degree of freedom).
Nevertheless, even though simplicity is important, RoboJockey’s visual language is too simple to
create complex robot behaviors, and it does not
support the extension or modification of actions.
This might be a limitation of the visual language,
but it is an advantage of a robotic entertainment
system. We did not aim to create a practical robotic application such as a state-of-the-art humanoid robot designed to work with people or
rescue victims from disaster areas. We believe that
demonstrating an entertainment application is a
significant step in the future success of robotics
technology. Even in Japan, which is a country wellknown for the production of robots, people rarely
play with robots, and most Japanese people have
never played with one. In other words, to understand what a robot can and cannot do for us, it is
necessary to play with them.
We also did not fit robot-mounted sensors onto
RoboJockey. These sensors are useful for autonomous robots, such as Lego Mindstorms NXT. It is
possible to incorporate them in RoboJockey, but
it would be necessary to significantly rewrite the
visual language. The sensors may contribute to
creating a more attractive entertainment system,
but the visual language used in RoboJockey is not
yet appropriate for such usage.
Lastly, the visual language does not support a
loop function because the robot object’s circulate
timeline makes the action continuous. A microloop mechanism, which would enable the user to
make a small-scale loop in the robot actions, might
be useful for creating high-level actions. In future
work, we will consider these issues while conducting formal end user studies and observations.
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